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Abstract The goal of the paper is development of an optimization method
with a superlinear convergence rate for a nonsmooth convex function. For
optimization an approximation is used that is similar to the Steklov inte-
gral averaging. The difference is that averaging is performed over a variable-
dependent set, that is called a set-valued mapping (SVM) satisfying simple
conditions. The novelty of the approach is that with such an approximation
we obtain twice continuously differentiable convex functions, for the optimiza-
tion of which of the second order methods are used. The rate of convergence
of the method is estimated.
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1 Introduction

Nonsmooth (non-differentiable) or insufficiently smooth functions are widely
used in economics, data processing, control theory, artificial intelligence and
other fields. An example of such functions are functions obtained by performing
operations minimum or maximum.

Nonsmooth functions may not have derivatives at some points. It is known
that the Lipschitz function is differentiable almost everywhere (a.e.) in Rn

[1]. Generalized gradients are used instead of gradients at the points of non-
differentiability of a function. The optimization methods of these functions are
different from the optimization methods of smooth (differentiable) functions.
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In this paper the author continues research related to the construction of
an optimization method of Lipschitz functions using the Steklov integrals and
similar integrals, when a set, over which averaging is taken, is a function of a
variable.

This approach gives twice differentiable functions, whose stationary points
coincide with the stationary points of the original function in contrast to the
case when averaging is doing over sets independent of x. For such functions
second-order optimization methods can be used that are tested for arbitrary
convex functions with an estimate of the convergence rate.

If we have discontinuous gradients as functions of variables, then it is very
difficult to construct optimization methods and estimate their convergence
rates in the general case. Using the polynomial approximation of an original
function and transition to optimization of a smooth function by the known
methods [2] does not allow to solve the optimization problem, since this way
leads to appearance of new extremum points located far from the extremum
points of the original function.

Separation of fictitious extremum points from real ones is as complex a
problem as the initial one. Therefore, the development of the theory of nons-
mooth functions went along the path of developing its own methods, based on
the properties of generalized gradient of Lipschitz functions. Here it is worth
mentioning the articles [2] - [8] N. Z. Shor, B. N. Pshenichny, V. F. Demyanova,
E.A. Nurminsky, F. Clark, R.T. Rokafellar, L.N. Polyakova.

To construct accelerated optimization methods for nonsmooth functions, it
is necessary to determine the constructions to which second-order optimization
methods are applicable. But to perform the latter, it is necessary to determine
such constructions for which the extremum points do not disappear, and new
ones do not appear.

The paper proposes exactly this method for smoothing of nonsmooth func-
tions. The resulting function will be continuously differentiable. If we apply
again the averaging operation to it, then we will have a twice differentiable
function.

If we apply averaging over sets depending on the variable x, then we ob-
tain a continuously differentiable function whose stationary points coincide
with the stationary points of the original function. If we repeat the averaging
procedure, we get twice differentiable functions to which second-order opti-
mization methods with accelerated convergence can be applied.

It is possible to move with the help of the defined functions from the local
optimization of non-smooth functions to local optimization of smooth func-
tions, and also to estimate the rate of convergence to an extremum point, that
is definitely important, because it is possible to develop accelerated optimiza-
tion methods for functions with discontinuous gradients. Similar constructions
as far as the author knows, nobody has proposed previously.
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2 Smoothing integral functions

Let f(·) : Rn → R be a Lipschitz function with a constant L, x∗ is its local
minimum (maximum) in Rn. As it is known, the necessary extremum condition
at the point x∗ for the Lipschitz function f(·) is zero belongs to the Clarke
subdifferential ∂CLf(·), calculated at the point x∗, i.e.

0 ∈ ∂CLf(x∗).

Any point, for which this condition is correct, is called a stationary point. Not
all stationary points are minimum or maximum points.

Let us take an arbitrary convex compact set D ⊂ Rn, 0 ∈ intD. We
introduce the definition of the ε(D) stationary point.

Definition 1. A point xε is called the ε(D) stationary point of the function
f(·) , if the set xε +D includes a stationary point of the function f(·).

This definition agrees with the definition of the ε stationary point for the
convex functions [4], because for the strongly convex functions the distance
from the ε stationary point to the minimum can be evaluated by difference of
values of the function f(·) calculated at these points.

Define the function ϕ(·) : Rn → R

ϕ(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

f(x+ y)dy, (1)

where µ(D) is the measure of the domain D, µ(D) > 0.
Obviously, ϕ(·) is continuous. Let us show that ϕ(·) is a Lipschitz function

with the Lipschitz constant equaled to the Lipschitz constant of the function
f(·). Really,

| ϕ(x1)−ϕ(x2) |≤
1

µ(D)

∫
D

| f(x1+y)−f(x2+y) | dy ≤
1

µ(D)

∫
D

L‖x1−x2‖dy ≤

≤ L‖x1 − x2‖ x1, x2 ∈ Rn.

The function f(·) is Lipschitz, and therefore it is differentiable a.e. in Rn [1].
Let N(f) denote the set of points of differentiability of the function f(·) in
Rn. It is known that N(f) is everywhere dense in Rn and, in particular, in D,
because of µ(D) > 0 by assumption.

The following theorem was proved in [6].

Theorem 2.1 For an arbitrary Lipschitz function f(·) : Rn → R the function

ϕ(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

f(x+ y)dy,

where D is any domain in Rn, 0 ∈ intD, µ(D) is the measure of the domain
D, µ(D) > 0, is a continuously differentiable function with the derivative

ϕ′(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

f ′(z + x)dz.
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Remark 2.1 We use here the Lebesque integration.

Remark 2.2 The derivatives of the function f(·) are taken at those points
where they exist.

It was also proved in [6] that if f(·) is Lipschitz, then ϕ′(·) is also Lipschitz
function.

Consider the function

φ(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

ϕ(x + y)dy.

Since ϕ(·) is Lipschitz, we will have

φ′(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

ϕ′(z + x)dz. (2)

Since ϕ′(·) is continuous, φ(·) is a continuously differentiable function. As
soon as ϕ′(·) is Lipschitz, we can differentiate (2). As a result, we will have

φ′′(x) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

ϕ′′(z + x)dz, (3)

i.e. φ(·) is a twice continuously differentiable function.
It can be shown [7] that the function φ′′(·) is Lipschitz with a constant

L̃, depending on the set D. If D is a ball or a cube in R
n, then we can take

L̃ = 2L
d2 , where d is the diameter of the set D, L is the Lipschitz constant of

the function f(·).

Remark 2.3 The integration in (3) is understood, as before, in the sense of
Lebesgue.

If x is a point of local maximum or minimum of the function f(·), then
for sufficiently small r > 0 and D = Sn−1

r (0) = {z ∈ Rn | ‖z‖ ≤ r} the
point x is also the local minimum or maximum point of the function ϕ(·). But
unlike the function f(·) the function ϕ(·) is continuously differentiable. Similar
thing is true for the function φ(·), i.e. the point x is a point of local minimum
or maximum of the function φ(·). But unlike the functions f(·) and ϕ(·) the
function φ(·) is twice continuously differentiable, matrix of the second mixed
derivatives of which satisfies to the Lipschitz condition. To optimize φ(·) we
can use the methods of second order.

The functions ϕ(·) and φ(·) also retain many properties of the function
f(·). An important property for applications of the functions ϕ(·) and φ(·) is
that if f(·)− is convex with respect to all or some variables, then ϕ(·) and φ(·)
are also convex with respect to the same variables [7].

Let us see which stationary points the function ϕ(·) has. According to the
formula (2), the stationary point x∗ of the function ϕ(·) is such a point, for
which

ϕ′(x∗) =
1

µ(D)

∫
D

f ′(z + x∗)dz = 0. (4)
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We will show that the stationary point of the function f(·) belongs to the set
x∗ +D.

The integral in (4) can be represented with any degree of accuracy δ > 0
in the form

1

µ(D)

N∑
i=1

f ′(zi + x∗)µ(Di), (5)

where N = N(δ), Di ⊂ D, i ∈ 1 : N, are subregions of the set D, µ(Di) are
their measures,

N∑
i=1

µ(Di) = µ(D).

The sum (5) is the convex hull of the vectors f ′(zi + x∗). Really,

1

µ(D)

N∑
i=1

f ′(zi + x∗)µ(Di) =

N∑
i=1

µ(Di)

µ(D)
f ′(zi + x∗) =

N∑
i=1

αif
′(zi + x∗), (6)

where αi =
µ(Di)
µ(D) , αi ≥ 0, and

∑N
i=1 αi = 1.

According to the equality (4), the sum (6) can be made arbitrarily small
for large N = N(δ) (for small δ ). Since the convex hull of any vectors is a
closed set and the convex hull of generalized gradients is a collinear vector to
some generalized gradient of the function f(·) at a point x∗ + z̄ ∈ x∗ + D,
z̄ ∈ D, we obtain that the sum (6) is a vector tending to zero generalized
gradient as N → ∞. In other words, there exists a point x∗+ z̄ ∈ x∗+D, with
a zero generalized gradient of the function f(·).

Therefore, the stationary point x∗+ z̄ of the function f(·) belongs to the set
x∗+D. Hence, by definition, x∗ is a ε(D) stationary point. Thus, the following
theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.2 All stationary points of the function ϕ(·) are the ε(D) station-
ary points of the function f(·).

Similar reasoning is true for the function φ(·).

Corollary 2.1 All stationary points of the function φ(·) are the ε(D) station-
ary points of the function ϕ(·) or the ε(2D)stationary points of the function
f(·).

Corollary 2.2 If x∗ is a local minimum point of the function f(·), for which
there exists a neighborhood S, x∗ ∈ intS, where

f(z) ≥ f(x∗) ∀z ∈ S,

then there exists a convex compact set D and a point y ∈ S, where ϕ′(y) = 0
and x∗ ∈ y+D ⊂ S, i.e. the point y is the ε(D) stationary point of the function
f(·).

The same is true for the local maximum point of the function f(·).
To find the ε(2D) stationary points of the function f(·), we must apply

second-order optimization methods for the function φ(·). A numerical opti-
mization method will be given with the rate of convergence to a stationary
point of the function f(·) faster than any geometric progression.
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3 Search algorithm for stationary points of the Lipschitz function
f(·)

Let us take a sequence of sets {Ds}, s = 1, 2, . . . with non-empty interior
whose diameters d(Ds) tends to zero with increasing s. Let be Ds = Bn

rs
(0) =

{v ∈ R
n | ‖v‖ ≤ rs} for rs → +0 as s → ∞. We introduce a sequence of the

functions

ϕs(x) =
1

µ(Ds)

∫
Ds

f(x+ y)dy

and

Φs(x) =
1

µ(Ds)

∫
Ds

ϕs(x+ y)dy.

Let the inequality ‖Φ′′
s (·)‖ ≤ Ls be true for the matrix of the second mixed

derivatives of the function Φs(·). It is proved in [7] that Ls = L
d(Ds)

. We will

consider instead of the function Φs(·) the function Φ̃s(·) : R
n → R:

Φ̃s(y, x) = Φs(y) + Ls‖y − x‖2,

for any fixed point x ∈ R
n and y ∈ R

n.
As a result, the inequality

Ls‖z‖
2 ≤ (∇2Φ̃s(x, x)z, z) ≤ 3Ls‖z‖

2 ∀z ∈ R
n, (7)

is true where ∇2Φ̃s(·, x) = Φ̃′′
s(·, x) is the matrix of the second mixed deriva-

tives of the function Φ̃s(·, x) with respect to the variable y.
Note that if the function Φs(·) is bounded below, then the function Φ̃s(·, x)

is also bounded below for any points x and y from R
n. Also, it is clear that

∇Φ̃s(x, x) = ∇Φs(x), where ∇Φ̃s(x, x) is the gradient of the function Φ̃s(·, x)
at the point y = x.

We assume that the functions f(·) and Φs(·) are bounded below and reach
their infimum at some points.

Search method for a stationary point

Let the point xk at the k- th step have already been built. Construct the
point xk+1. We put by definition Φ̃s,k(·) = Φ̃s(·, xk).

1. Calculate △k = −(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk))
−1∇Φ̃s,k(xk).

2. Find a non-negative integer lk for which

Φ̃s,k(xk + 2−lk△k) ≤ Φ̃s,k(xk)− 2−2lk
Ls

2
‖△k ‖2 . (8)

3. We assume xk+1 = xk + 2−lk△k, k = k + 1.
4. With increasing k we decrease d(Ds) such that the inequality

3‖△k‖

d(Ds)
< εk (9)

holds for some sequence {εk}, where εk → +0. Go to the step 1.
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Let us show that ‖△k‖ → +0 as k → ∞ and the number lk mentioned in
operation 1 exists. Expand the function Φ̃s,k(·) in a neighborhood of the point
xk in the Taylor series

Φ̃s,k(xk + α△k) = Φ̃s,k(xk) + α(∇Φ̃s,k(xk),△k) + os,k(‖α△k‖), (10)

where os,k(‖ · ‖) is an uniformly infinitesimal function in k.

As soon as△k = −(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk))
−1∇Φ̃s,k(xk), then∇Φ̃s,k(xk) = −∇2Φ̃s,k(xk)△k.

Consequently, (∇Φ̃s,k(xk),△k) = −(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk)△k,△k). Therefore, we can
rewrite (10) in the form

Φ̃s,k(xk + α△k) = Φ̃s,k(xk)− α(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk)△k,△k) + os,k(‖α△k‖). (11)

As soon as os,k(‖ · ‖) is an uniformly infinitesimal function with respect to k,
then the inequality

os,k(α‖△k‖) ≤
α‖△k‖

Ns(α‖△k‖)

is true for large k where Ns(α‖△k‖) → ∞ as α‖△k‖ → 0.
From (11) we have

Φ̃s,k(xk + α△k) ≤ Φ̃s,k(xk)− αLs‖△k‖
2 +

α‖△k‖

Ns(α‖△k‖)
=

= Φs,k(xk)− α‖△k‖(Ls‖△k‖ −
1

Ns(α‖△k‖)
).

The value 1
Ns(α‖△k‖)

tends to zero as α‖△k‖ → 0. Therefore, for small ‖△k‖

and, consequently, for small ‖∇Φ̃s,k(xk)‖, we get

Ls‖△k‖ −
1

Ns(α‖△k‖)
≥

Ls‖△k‖

2
. (12)

It follows from here that the inequality

Φ̃s,k(xk + α△k) ≤ Φ̃s,k(xk)− α
Ls

2
‖△k‖

2 (13)

is true for sufficiently small ‖∇Φ̃s,k(xk)‖ and any α ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, ‖∇Φ̃s,k(xk)‖
tends to zero as k → ∞, since otherwise, as follows from (13), the function
Φ̃s,k(·) would decrease in value αLs

2 ‖△k‖
2 along the direction △k at k -th step.

The last thing contradicts to the lower boundedness of the function Φ̃s,k(·) for
all k and s.

We will show that when the requirements of the step 4 are fulfilled, the
function os,k(·) is uniformly infinitesimal in k and s. From (10) for α = 1 we
have

os,k(‖△k‖) = Φ̃s,k(xk +△k)− Φ̃s,k(xk)− (∇Φ̃s,k(xk),△k). (14)

We will use the midpoint theorem. Then

Φ̃s,k(xk +△k)− Φ̃s,k(xk) = (∇Φ̃s,k(xk + ξ△k),△k)
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for ξ ∈ [0, 1]. Substitute the received expression in (14). We will have

os,k(‖△k‖) = (∇Φ̃s,k(xk + ξ△k),△k)− (∇Φ̃s,k(xk),△k).

We use the midpoint theorem again for the derivatives of the function Φ̃s,k(·) :

(∇Φ̃s,k(xk + ξ△k),△k)− (∇Φ̃s,k(xk),△k) = (∇2Φ̃s,k(xk + η△k)△k,△k).

Therefore
|os,k(‖△k‖)| ≤ |∇2Φ̃s,k(xk + η△k)△k,△k)|.

It follows from the Lipschitz quality of the gradient ∇Φs(·) with the constant
Ls =

L
d(Ds)

that the next evaluation

|os,k(‖△k‖)|

‖△k‖
≤

3‖△k‖

d(Ds)
< εk.

is true if (7) is satisfied.
It follows from here that the functions os,k(·) and

1
Ns(α‖△k‖)

are uniformly

infinitesimal with respect to k and s. Therefore, for small ‖△k‖ the inequality
(12) will be correct for α = 1. Consequently, the inequality (8) is satisfied for
lk = 0 and the process goes with the full step △k.

Theorem 3.1 Any limit point of the sequence {xk}, constructed according to
the algorithm 1-4, is a stationary point of the function f(·).

Proof. We have already proved that for small ‖△k‖ the process goes with
the full step △k. Since the functions Φ̃s,k(·) are bounded below in aggregate
on k, s and the inequality (13) is true for all k and s, then ‖△k‖ → 0 and
∇Φ̃s,k(·) → 0 for s, k → ∞. Therefore, the sequence {xk} has the limit points.

The following equalities

△k+1 = −(∇2Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1))
−1∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1), ∇Φ̃s,k(xk+1) = os,k(‖△k‖),

are correct where all os,k(·) in (10) are uniformly infinitesimal in k, s .
It follows from the definition of the function Φs(·) that the gradient ∇Φs(·)

is a convex hull of the generalized gradients of the function f(·).
Taking into account what is said above about ‖△k‖ and ∇Φ̃s,k(·), and also

from uppersemicontinuity of the Clarke subdifferential mapping [5], [8] we can
imply that the inclusion 0 ∈ ∂CLf(x

∗) is correct at a limit point x∗, i.e. x∗ is
the stationary point of the function f(·). The theorem is proved.�

To estimate the rate of convergence, we assume that f(·) is convex and
almost everywhere

m ≤ ‖∇2f(x)‖ ≤ M.

From [6] it follows that Φs(·) is also convex and for some ms,Ms > 0

ms ≤ ‖∇2Φs(x)‖ ≤ Ls.

Define the function

Φ̃s,k(y, xk) = Φs(y) + Ls‖y − xk‖
2
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for each k and y ∈ R
n where L̃k > 0 is positive number depending on k and

tending to zero as k → ∞. To search for a stationary point of the function
f(·), we use the algorithm described below.

Let

ms,k ≤ ‖∇2Φ̃s,k‖ ≤ Ls,k

Since ms,k → m as s(k) → ∞, we assume that ms.k ≤ m for all s(k).
We first introduce the conditions of coherence, which give to us the rules

of coherent striving to infinity of the parameters k and s. We will write them
briefly in the form of dependence s = s(k). Denote by Ls(k) the constant

bounding from above the norm of the matrix ∇2Φ̃s(k),k(·) : ‖∇
2Φ̃s(k),k(·)‖ ≤

Ls,k. During the process of optimization we satisfy to conditions of coherence:

1. Ls,k‖∆k‖ → 0 as s(k) → ∞;
2. for convergence with superlinear rate, we require that

qs(k),k =
m−1

Ns,k(‖∆k‖)
→ 0

as s(k), k → ∞, where ‖∆k‖
Ns,k(‖∆k‖)

is a upper bound of the function os(k),k(·),

obtained from the expansion of the function Φ̃s,k(·) at the k-th step (10).
It is clear that Ns(k),k(‖∆k‖) → ∞ as k → ∞.

The conditions 1 and 2 can be easy satisfied. At first the optimization pro-
cess goes on with constant s. As soon as the step size ‖∆k‖ becomes quite
small, that means large enough Ns(k),k(‖∆k‖), we increase s, decrease diame-
ter d(Ds) and, consequently, increase Ls(k) so that to satisfy to the conditions
of coherence 1 and 2. As we shall see below, qs(k) is the coefficient of propor-
tionality between ‖∆k+1‖ and ‖∆k‖. Therefore, we are able to evaluate qs(k)
by the coefficient of proportionality between ‖∆k+1‖ and ‖∆k‖ and, therefore,
to satisfy to the clause 2 of the consistency conditions.

Superlinear optimization method for finding the minimum point of
any final convex function f(·)

Let a point xk already been found. Construct the pint xk+1.
1. Calculate the k-th step.

△k = −(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk))
−1∇Φ̃s,k(xk).

2. Find a non-negative integer lk for which

Φ̃s,k(xk + 2−lk△k) ≤ Φ̃s,k(xk)− 2−2lk
ms,k

2
‖△k ‖2 .

3. We put xk+1 = xk + 2−lk△k, k = k + 1.
4. Calculate for k = k + 1

△k+1 = −(∇2Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1))
−1∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1).
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5. If
Ls‖∆k+1‖ ≤ εk+1

for an arbitrarily chosen sequence {εk}, εk → +0, then we increase s such that
the inequality

‖∆k+1‖ ≤ qs,k‖∆k‖

remained in force.
6. Go to the step 1 and continue until the step size becomes less than the

specified value.
Let us prove that the sequence {xk} converges to a minimum point of the

function f(·) with superlinear speed.

Theorem 3.2 The sequence {xk}, constructed according to the algorithm 1-3,
converges to an unique stationary point x∗ of the function Φ(·). For large k
the following estimate for the rate of convergence of the method is correct

‖xk − x∗‖ ≤ νk(△k)‖x1 − x∗‖, (15)

where ν(△k) →k 0 as ‖△k‖ →k 0.

Proof. As above, we are able to show that for sufficiently large k the
process goes with a full step, i.e. lk = 0. From the decomposition

∇Φ̃s,k(xk +△k) = ∇Φ̃s,k(xk) +∇2Φ̃s,k(xk)△k + os,k(‖△k‖)

for
△k = −(∇2Φ̃s,k(xk))

−1∇Φ̃s,k(xk)

we have
∇Φ̃s,k(xk+1) = os,k(‖△k‖).

It is easy to check that

∇Φ̃s,k(xk+1)−∇Φs(xk+1) = õs,k(‖△k‖).

But it is obvious that∇Φs(xk+1) = ∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1). Therefore∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1) =

ôs,k(‖△k‖). Since the function Φ̃s,k(·) has the continuous second derivative,
satisfying a Lipschitz condition, then os,k(·), õs,k(·), ôs,k(·) are the uniformly
infinitesimal functions in k. From here

‖∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1)‖ = ‖ôs,k(‖△k‖)‖ ≤
‖△k‖

Ns,k(‖△k‖)
.

From the expression

△k+1 = −(∇2Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1))
−1∇Φ̃s,k+1(xk+1).

we have the evaluation

‖△k+1‖ ≤
m−1

Ns,k(‖△k‖)
‖△k‖,
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where Ns,k(‖△k‖) → ∞, as ‖△k‖ → 0. For large k we achieve that the
inequality

0 <
m−1

Ns,k(‖△k‖)
< 1

is correct (the condition of coherence). Therefore, the sequence {xk} converges
to a single point x∗ and

‖xk+1 − x∗‖ ≤

∞∑
i=k+1

‖△i‖ =
(m−1/N(‖△k‖))‖△k‖

1−m−1/N(‖△k‖)
.

As soon as

‖△k‖ ≤ (
m−1

Ns,k(‖△k‖)
)k‖△1‖,

then

‖xk+1 − x∗‖ ≤
(m−1/Ns,k(‖△k‖))

k+1‖△1‖

1−m−1/Ns,k(‖△k‖)
.

Thus, the inequality (15) is proved. �

Remark 3.1. The inequality (15) proves the superlinear convergence rate of
the optimization method. Indeed, the coefficient between ‖xk+1−x∗‖ and ‖x1−
x∗‖ is equal to qkk , where qk → 0, as k → ∞.

4 Conclusion

The methods for finding for a stationary point of Lipschitz function and a
minimum point of arbitrary convex function are proposed in this paper. To
achieve a high rate of convergence, it is necessary to make consistent reduction
of the diameter d(D) of the set D, which the integral averaging is doing on,
with decreasing the length of step of optimization process. Rules for consistent
reduction of the lengthes of steps and the diameters of the sets Ds are given.
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